ROSE QUARTZ & SERENITY MOBILE
**K I T**

TIP: Standard printer paper will give a thinner but easier to fold diamonds. Lightweight card will give you a studier gem. We recommend you use paper or card that is below 200gsm

You will need:
- Printed gem templates
- Scissors
- Glue
- Invisible thread/String
- Something to hang off like a twig or hoop.

Print out as many gems as you would like in the different sizes and colours, cut them out and fold along the dotted lines

TOP TIP: don’t cut off the tabs!

Glue and stick the tabs to connect the top and bottom halves

Glue your string inside each shape and then close by gluing the tabs. You can more than one diamond spaced out along one string

4. Tie your string to whatever you like! We went for a twig on some ribbon.